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 Outline 

● Review the current ttH reconstruction methods used by ATLAS and 
CMS

● All the public results adopted a “two-dimensional” analysis strategy
○ Train a signal-vs-background BDT 
○ Train a CP BDT that separates even from odd/mixed CP
○ CP-observables/CP-sensitive information are either explicitly 

built and input to the CP BDT or learned by the CP BDT 
● Public results

○ H → γγ: CMS & ATLAS (expected rejection of CP-odd ~ 2.5σ)
○ H → bb: ATLAS preliminary (~1σ)
○ Multi-lepton (WW, ττ, ZZ, etc): CMS (~3.3σ)
○ H → 4l: CMS ( ~ 1σ )
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.10866.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.04545.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2805772/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-016.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.02686.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.12152.pdf


 Top quark reconstruction in ATLAS H → γγ 

● BDT is trained to separate triplets of jets originating from the same top quark decay 
and triplets of jets originating from different sources
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● Correct and wrong assignments are identified 
through matching reco objects with partons in 
MC

● Semi-lept. top decay: neutrino built from MET 
and W mass constraint. Use the same triplet 
BDT to find a jet that gives the highest score 
(neutrino and letpon in events with 1 lepton are 
unique) 

Figures and 
table from 
Berkeley PhD 
J.Dickinson 
thesis

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2719502/files/CERN-THESIS-2020-043.pdf?version=1
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2719502/files/CERN-THESIS-2020-043.pdf?version=1


 Survey of CP observables 
Section 11.2 of Dickinson’s PhD thesis includes a survey of observable potentially sensitive to CP for 
ttH, tHjb, and tWH processes, using ATLAS simulation samples 

● This pair of truth level vs reco level plots is an attempt to get a rough sense of degradation in 
sensitivity between truth and reco level 

● Observations:
○ Most sensitive: Higgs pT 
○ Followed by Δη and Δφ between top quarks 
○ Invariant mass of tH system
○ pT and η of top quarks are sensitive in tHjb, but not so much in ttH and tWH
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Truth 
level 
from ref

Reco 
level 

tHj production 
is shown here

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2719502/files/CERN-THESIS-2020-043.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1312.5736.pdf


 H → γγ ATLAS - CP BDT

● The CP BDT is trained to separate CP-even from CP-odd couplings using ttH¯ and tH 
processes. 

● Input to the CP BDT:
○ pT and η of γγ, pT and η of top1 and top2, their φ wrt φγγ, Top Reco BDT scores
○ ∆ηt1t2 and ∆φt1t2 
○ mγγ,t1 , t1 ⇔ top candidate with higher BDT score
○ mt1t2 , 
○ the scalar pT sum of jets HT, the E miss T divided by √ HT, the number of jets 

and b-tagged jets, and the minimum and second-smallest angular differences 
∆Rγj between a photon and a jet
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 H → γγ in CMS ref

The CMS CP BDT uses “lower” level variables

● Kinematic variables of the first six jets (in pT)
● Kinematics of the diphoton system (but not mγγ)
● the b-tagging scores of jets, 
● In the leptonic channel, the lepton multiplicity 

and the kinematic variables of the leading lepton

This CP BDT is D0-

For ttH vs ttγγ and γγ+jets BDT, CMS used a BDT to 
reconstruct the top quarks, using a strategy (ref) similar to 
that of ATLAS. 
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.10866.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.03316.pdf


 ttH→ bb in ATLAS - Event reconstruction 
DNN Higgs tagging in the boosted regime

● The Higgs boson jets are correctly identified 76% of the 
time, while top-quark jets are identified in 67% of the cases, 
in signal events.

Event reconstruction BDT in the resolved case

● Decay products of top quarks and Higgs boson are 
identified at parton level, matched to reconstruction level 
objects. In a simulated event, correct assignments are 
considered as “signal”, and wrong assignment are 
considered as “background” in the training

● The mass and angular separation of the t, t, H candidates 
are used in the BDT training

● The result of the event reconstruction BDT is that each 
object (jet, leptons) in the final state is assigned to one of 
the three particles: two tops and one Higgs
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t H top

t H top

Correct assignment

Wrong assignment

Reconstruction ref.      CP ref

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.08895.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2805772/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-016.pdf


 ttH→ bb in ATLAS - CP observables
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Ref 15 Ref 28

Boosted region: use SB 
BDT

Resolved regions: b2 and b4

b2 is calculated in the ttH 
rest frame

Reconstruction ref.      CP ref

https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9602226.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.00490.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.08895.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2805772/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-016.pdf


 ttH→ bb in ATLAS
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 ttH→ ML in CMS

● Analysis done in three SRs SS0τ, SS1τ, and 3L
● Three CP BDTs trained in each of these regions
● Training variables 

○ ttH invariant mass
○ ΔηB-B, ΔRjet-jet, ΔRl1l2
○ Four-vectors of jets and letpons, MET
○ Hadronically decaying tops 

● Full list can be seen on the right
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 ttH→ ML
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 General comments 
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● Both experiments have methods in place to reconstruct top quarks and Higgs bosons
○ In H → γγ, the Higgs reconstruction is straightforward

● The top quark reconstruction is approached as combinatorial problem, i.e., picking a 
triplet of jets from many jets in the event final state

○ ATLAS ttH → bb reconstructs ttH system simultaneously
○ Both CMS and ATLAS H → γγ reconstructs hadronically decaying tops; ATLAS also 

reconstructs leptoncially decaying top 
○ CMS ttH ML reconstructed ttH invariant mass and hadronically decaying tops, with ttH mass 

being the most sensitive observable
● It is hard to have a fair comparison of the performance of these methods

○ The calculate of the reconstruction efficiency depends on how a “correct 
assignment” is defined, and what fraction of the events/particles actually allow us 
to define “correct assignment”

○ Another takeaway is that any CP observable probably will see a fair degradation 
in CP sensitivity when moving from particle-level to reco-level 

 



 Back up 
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 ttH→ bb yields
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